Lord of Shadows
Chapters 1-7
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ACROSS
1 Kit has read these comics
6 Julian says that everyone at the Shadow Market does not hate Kit, but is ____
of him
7 Emma and Clary have a talk at this location of the institute
9 Kit is drawn to these in the weapons room
10 Kit is a descendant of this Herondale
12 The UnSeelie King has this many sons
13 This tree still grows in front of the LA institute
16 Emma’s _____ are registered as deadly weapons
17 Herondales have a lot of property including a townhouse in this city
18 Jace tells Kit to give it a week before he leaves the institute
19 Emma tricked Diego to stand on a _____ hill
22 Mark’s pajama pants say this
23 Jace portaled to NYC to get Chinese food from this restaurant
24 Church shows a preference to this Shadowhunter
25 Cristina sent this to Jamie
26 Emma tasted of this when she kissed Mark
29 Chapter 1 title
30 Kit never thought he was a _______
31 Zara is Diego’s ______
32 Faeries have a strict code of ______
33 Only in this room of the institute Mark feels like a Shadowhunter
34 If Kit dies in training Emma will give Kit a funeral like a _______
36 Emma tells Mark that Julian is worried about her relationship with ____
40 Zara asks Diana and the Blackthorns to do this chore
42 Chapter 5 title
45 Mark named his prize this
47 Wood from this tree is protective but harmful to faeries
48 Clary’s shirt that she wears from Simon says this
51 This person left a weapon in the Courts of Faerie
53 Cristina’s favorite weapon
57 Ty isn’t weird, he is just _______
61 Testified on behalf of Emma and Julian
62 People in Idris call Emma the new ‘______’
63 Ty’s mother died from this disease
66 Chapter 3 title
67 Clary sees Emma with this in her dreams
70 Jace gives Kit a ring that belonged to this person
71 ‘______ is not easy. Nor is the lack of it.’
73 Clary finds this in the rubble of Malcom’s house
74 Chapter 2 title

73
75

76

75 The high warlock of ____ has bat ears
76 This faerie warns Julian and Kit away from the Shadow Market
DOWN
2 ‘_____ is better than revenge’
3 Julian offers to put this rune on Kit
4 Shadowhunters always look like _____
5 Owns the LA Shadow Market
8 Magnus and Alec adopted Rafe in this city
11 Is the symbol of the UnSeelie King
12 Cristina’s pendant is a ______ blessed charm
14 Diego puts this on all of his clothes
15 There were no volunteers to carry the gross _______
18 Is not subject to the rule of the Courts
20 Jace tells Julian and Emma that they smell like this
21 Kit’s dad said that his mom was a ______ who took off
22 Mark won this kind of animal playing ring toss
27 Gwyn gave Diana a golden _____
28 Jace had given this to Mark in the Faerie tunnels
35 Kieran has been found guilty of the murder of _____
37 Jem and Tessa are headed to this location first
38 Mark’s nickname in the Wild Hunt
39 Chapter 7 title
41 Chapter 6 title
43 Chapter 4 title
44 Kit mocks all Shadowhunters with his ____ cravings
46 Mark is reading this book
49 Kit is this age
50 Ty wants to be this when older
52 Julian has a mural of this on his bedroom wall
54 Scholomance is in the _______ Mountains
55 Livvy texted this person about the Academy graduates
56 Emma misses this kind of pizza
58 This institute has a large collection of books on dark magic
59 Jules and Emma go to the roof to wait for this natural phenomenon
60 Clary is the only Shadowhunter who can make this
64 Gwyn’s eyes are blue and _______
65 Emma compares Diego to this person
67 Only this person knows the truth about Mark and Emma
68 Zara’s dad wants to create a warlock _______
69 Jace and Clary learned to be weary of the ____ when they were younger
70 Cristina compares Kit to this person
72 The pendant allows people to take this road to Faerie

